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INTRODUCTION
This short, eight page, controversial essay may come as a sharp shock to many people
around the world who still naïvely believe that the globe is not rapidly being thrust headlong
into a global New World Order, fascist, modern-day ‘Nazi’ police state.
Few people, even today, fully understand how a relatively cultured nation like Germany
could be so easily deceived en-masse and seduced by a single evil man, Adolf Hitler. Yet
fewer still, understand how the deception was cunningly done primarily through a subtle
propaganda program based around “helping school children and families” through
“charity.” This subject is difficult to fully comprehend for most, so to help verify the most
important statements in this article the author has provided references wherever possible.
The inspiration to write this short article arose recently through the shock announcement by
New Zealand PM John Key, on 27-28 May 2013, of his National (Liberal) government’s
determined intention to introduce a ‘Food-in-Schools’ plan to provide free food [and
clothing in cold weather at the start of winter] for 270,000 children in poor area lower decile
schools throughout the country. According to Mr. Key, he has actually been talking about
this plan for five-and-a-half years. The plan will be funded and run in collaboration with
private companies, at this stage commencing with free breakfasts, provided primarily by
Sanitarium Co. (owned by the Seventh Day Adventist Church) supplying cereals and Fonterra
Co. (a NZ co-op dairy company that produces over a third of the world’s dairy exports)
providing milk products.
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According to the latest New Zealand 3 News/Reid Research poll, 74% of the public initially
support the program. The minority of other people who oppose it do so primarily because
they think parents should be responsible for feeding and clothing their own children, not
the State. Only a few people suspiciously think something is ‘fishy’ about it, and virtually
nobody has any idea where the program originates from, with the exception of a handful of
elderly Germans.
While the New Zealand PM John Key may claim it’s his idea and he’s been talking about it
for five-and-a-half years, the real truth is it is part of the government’s commitment to the
Prince of Wales’ Charities and the socialist United Nations World Food Program’s (WFP)
recent State of School Feeding Worldwide Report recommendations. According to the WFP,
368 million children, or about one out of every five gets a meal at school every day in
developing and developed countries. Global investment now in these programs is more than
$90 billion, with most coming from corporations and government budgets.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/news/print.cfm?objectid=10886696&pnum=1
Now what Prime Minister Key and the aligned New Zealand media have forgot to mention is
that the WFP is nothing less than a global version of Hitler’s Nazi Winterhilfswerk program.
Further, what is particularly galling is that the New Zealand Jewish PM John Key was invited
to launch an exhibition entitled “Shadows of Shoah” in Auckland in January 2013 to mark
International Holocaust Remembrance Day in front of Holocaust survivors and Israel’s
ambassador to New Zealand Shemi Tzur. John Key’s Jewish Austrian mother was a survivor
who escaped Europe on the eve of the Holocaust, and the Prime Minister has publicly
recalled times his mother was “crying in the corner” after hearing news reports recounting
the atrocities.
http://www.jta.org/2013/01/27/news-opinion/world/new-zealands-key-launches-exhib...
This article provides excellent information about his mother’s escape from Austria:
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=10522311
Yet Key has said, “People often asked, ‘Why is it that I can’t speak German?’” “The simple
answer is my mother refused to teach me. She did not want to reflect on her history.”
Perhaps his mother’s stubborn refusal to “reflect on her history,” has tragically been
imparted to her son? One can only speculate about whether the PM actually knows what
he is doing or not. However, it is a fact that ‘He who forgets the past is doomed to repeat it.’
John Key was born in Auckland, New Zealand, on 9 August 1961, to George Key (an English
immigrant) and Ruth Key (née Lazar, an Austrian Jewess). Before he entered New Zealand
politics, he was a banker for Merrill Lynch serving as head of Asian foreign exchange in
Singapore and London. He was also a member of the Foreign Exchange Committee of the
New York Federal Reserve Bank from 1999 to 2001, owning shares in the bank as well.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Key
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Now paradoxically, what is most concerning is that it was the leading Jewish members of the
Bank of England and Federal Reserve Bank of New York who also financed Hitler before and
during the Second World War – who were at least partly responsible for sending their own
Jewish brethren to the Holocaust. The following website is stunning!
http://www.scribd.com/doc/117649403/Corporate-Fascism-Third-Reich
So what, on earth, is the Jewish Prime Minister of New Zealand actually doing? Why is he
imposing a socialist charitable program taken directly from the Nazi Winterhilfswerk
program onto New Zealand citizens at the start of this winter?
HITLER’S ‘WINTERHILFSWERK’ PROGRAM
The Winterhilfswerk (WHW, ‘Winter Relief’ – literally “winter help work”) was a huge,
annual program run by the Nazi umbrella charity Nationalsozialistische Volkswohlfahrt (the
‘National Socialist People’s Welfare Organization’) to help finance charitable work for poor
families and school children. Its slogan was, “None shall starve or freeze.” [This is why PM
John Key has released the food-in-schools program at the start of the New Zealand winter
and has mentioned that he hopes many of the poor, low decile school children may be
provided with free, warm jackets as well].
Originally the program was set up by Heinreich Brüning in 1931, though Hitler would later
claim sole credit for it (like NZ PM John Key at present) in announcing it on September 13,
1933. It ran from 1933-1945 commencing every year at the start of winter in October going
through to March. It was outwardly designed to provide free food, clothing, coal and other
items to poorer and less fortunate Germans during the inclement winter months, but it had
a much bigger, demonic, ulterior motive. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winterhilfswerk
http://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/ger/home/whw.html
The program was a brilliant socialist propaganda coup for Hitler. Not only did it massively
serve to break down all the class barriers of German society and centralize Nazi socialist
control over the whole of Germany, it also greatly helped solidify the Führer’s bond with the
people. Indeed, most of the early advertising slogans for it called for all citizens to join Hitler
in the struggle to protect the Mutter und Kind – ‘the family’ and help him provide freedom
and bread to every German household. Most Christian churches naïvely participated.
Hitler actually said in a speech about the Winterhilfswerk: “This great campaign against
hunger and cold is governed by this principle: We have broken the international solidarity of
the proletariat. We want to build the living national solidarity of the German people!”
A good definition of Roman, Italian and Nazi ‘Fascism’ would be: “Fascism is the merger of
Socialism with Corporatism.” Subsequently an important criteria of the Winterhilfswerk
program was that there never was ever to be any public accounting of the funds collected
and dispersed. While Hitler Youth and most of the German population was intimately
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involved in the drive for funds, clothes and various items – the majority of the money
provided to the charity did not come from the general public themselves, but was
channeled through a carefully worked-out schedule of contributions assessed on major
corporations, business firms, and wealthy individuals down to all but the poorest peasants
and laborers. Virtually the whole German general public was totally unaware that the
program was largely funded not by themselves but by Hitler’s fascist corporations and
wealthy individuals. The same thing is now being repeated today globally by multinationals.
When Hitler first introduced the program, all “Winter-Help” good will offerings and
donations were legally considered “voluntary.” In the first days of the Nazi regime, quite a
large minority of the population mistakenly took this literally and bluntly refused to
contribute. They were soon to discover that later, neighbors and even family members were
encouraged to whisper the names of shirkers to their block leaders or Storm Troopers so
that they could persuade the dissenters to do their duty because to do otherwise was
considered an abuse of liberty and civic duty.
By 1934 the Nazis claimed that the Winterhilfswerk beneficiaries exceeded 16.6 million
persons, or one out of four Germans received assistance. Similarly today, for example, the
UN World Food Program alone claims that now about one out of five children directly
receives a free meal at school every day. National Socialism is now become Global Socialism.
Under the Winterhilfswerk program German beneficiaries received free coal under the
socialist slogan, “None shall starve or freeze.” Today, this old Nazi program is once again
being blatantly reintroduced globally, and sadly also here ‘down-under’ in both Australia
and New Zealand as well. In Australia, the “home warmth” part of the program was first
introduced as The Energy Efficient Homes Package by the Fabian Society-controlled
Australian Labor Party under PM Rudd. In New Zealand, it was introduced as the EECA
Energywise Home Insulation Program to ostensibly provide warm housing for 270,000
children who it is claimed live below the poverty line. The objectives of these plans are
identical to those carried out by the Nazis – ultimately – global Fascism.
Thanks to the splendid research and work of concerned German archivists and others, there
are now a number of stunning video clips of Hitler and Goebbels speaking about the
Winterhilfswerk program on YouTube. Really, these video clips can now only be seen as a
final warning for the world to never be deceived again by such demonic deception – so that
now, no one can have any excuse at all ever to be hoodwinked by such devious policies:
Adolf
Hitler
–
opening of
the Winterhilfswerk
agency,
1936
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO6neVenJ1w&bpctr=1369734314
Dr. Goebbels with his daughter collects money for Winterhilfswerk – 1936
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK6Ks2bPbZs
Adolf Hitler the Führer speaks at the Winter Relief in 1937 – Amazing speech!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGfiV8n_eBY
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Goebbels
–
Rechenschaftsbericht
Winterhlfswerk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJbtkzMUgrs

1940/1941

HITLER’S NAZI ‘WINTERHLFSWERK’ PROGRAM TODAY
“Charitable organizations and policies” have long been used as a political tool by corrupt
leaders and dictators from the beginning of time. Historically speaking, the ‘ignorant public
masses’ have been easy to control by a handful of wicked men provided the mob’s bellies
have always been kept full. It is a fact most people have very primitive aspirations and are
easily manipulated by leaders if “children and family” are involved, and they don’t have to
use their minds too much, are kept entertained by trivialities – provided their bellies are
kept full! Therefore, in ancient fascist Rome, even in turbulent times of austerity, states of
emergency or in extreme war-time conditions, the provision of free food and entertainment
(‘bread and circuses’) for the working classes was always seen as a priority by dictators,
emperors, senators, politicians and rich merchants who wanted to retain power. In fact,
that is where Hitler and the Nazis got many of their fascist socialist ideas from.
While it is true, in more recent times, ‘school meals’ were provided for underprivileged
children by Count Rumford in the late 18th century and in some countries such as India,
Finland, and Communist Russia prior to World War II, it was the Nazis under Adolf Hitler’s
Fascist national socialist regime called ‘Winterhilfswerk’ that perfected these old Roman
ideas as a major propaganda political tool to control the masses.
During and after World War II, both the British and American governments copied Hitler’s
Winterhilfswerk program, refined it, and incorporated it into their own fascist welfare and
charitable policies. In 1961, the United Nations World Food Program (WFP) was established
and also modeled in large part on the German Nazi Winterhilfswerk program.
Even in countries like Greece today, following the recent breakdown of the national
financial system, the Neo-Nazi Party is concentrating on a deliberate policy of handing out
free food to hungry people to gain support. See; “Neo-Nazi party hand out free food to ‘real’
Greeks” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gpN1WG_1c
UN WORLD FOOD PROGRAM (WFP)
Like Hitler’s Nationalsozialistische Volkswohlfahrt (National Socialist Peoples’ Welfare
Organization) with its Winterhilfswerk program, the UN World Food Program is the global
food assistance branch of the socialist United Nations Development Group, and is officially
the largest humanitarian organization in the world addressing hunger. Established in 1961,
the WFP provides food, on average, to 90 million people per year, 58 million who are
children. It has a staff of about 12,000 people and distributes well over 3.6 million metric
tonnes of food to 75 countries. Like Hitler’s charitable program too, the WFP’s fascist
operations are funded by “voluntary donations” from world governments, multinational
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corporations and wealthy private donors. In 2011, the WFP’s total revenue was $3.73
billion.
Identical to the old Nazi program, the WFP partners with government agencies such as DFID,
ECHO, EuropeAid, USAID, the UN FAO, International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD), non-governmental organizations such as Save the Children, Catholic Relief Services,
Norwegian Refugee Council, and major multinational corporates such as TNT N.V., YUM!
Brands (the world’s largest restaurant company), DSM N.V., and Cargill. Currently Drew
Barrymore is Ambassador to the World Food Program and donated $1 million to it in 2008.
Under Hitler’s Winterhilfswerk program, badges were issued on special days such as
Bread Day to promote WHW donations. These activities all reached a climax before
Christmas in the so-called Day of National Solidarity when all the ‘big guns’ of the Nazi Party
sallied forth with their collection-boxes to do their bit. Similarly, in 2007, the World Food
Program joined forces with YUM! Brands to launch the first annual global ‘World Hunger
Relief Week.’ This leveraged the power of nearly 35,000 restaurants around the world,
sparking a global movement of support from millions of customers, employees, franchisees
and their families. Nearly one million Yum!, KFC, Pizza Hut, Taco Bell, Long John Silver’s and
A&W All American Food Employees, franchises and their families volunteered close to 4
million hours to aid hunger relief efforts in communities worldwide. The initiative has been
repeated every year since, and is rapidly growing in momentum.
Around 2005, the WFP launched a global fundraising event called ‘Walk the World.’ Like the
Nazi ‘Bread Day’, now on one single day each year hundreds of thousands of people in every
time zone all over the world walk to call for the end of child hunger. The event is now part
of the UN campaign to achieve the Millennium Development Goals to ostensibly halve the
number of people who suffer from hunger and poverty by 2015.
While Hitler deceptively claimed his demonic Nazi Winterhilfswerk program was outwardly
designed to help poor families, children and end child hunger – the real truth was that it was
a diabolically clever occult cover to hide his secret ultimate plan – to eliminate all
opposition; kill off the poor, infirm and elderly; euthanize all non-Aryan children including
the Jews and sterilize or murder not only Non-Aryan women but even Aryan children with
health problems – and through a refined system of selective breeding turn the whole Aryan
race into a nation of super-human ‘god-men’ inspired by the British Eugenics Society.
Hence, [and this is difficult for most to understand], the real “noble” aim of the UN World
Food Program is not ultimately to provide free food for the poor or eliminate child poverty
at all. It is exclusively aimed to flood poor countries with subsidized free GM food so that
local farmers in recipient communities cannot compete with the UN – and thus the resultant
effect is that all local agriculture is almost completely destroyed. Once these populations
have their local agriculture destroyed they then become almost totally dependent on the
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UN aid to exist. In the future, when the UN aid is abruptly cut off (as is secretly planned
under the UN global depopulation goals of Agenda 21), then all these poor people will
immediately starve to death. A good article summarizing the UN plan is; “Food and
Depopulation: International Takeover by the UN” http://www.infowars.com/food-anddepopulation-international-takeover-by-the-un/pri...
So who is it that is at the top of the pyramid controlling this global system implementing
these diabolical policies today? It is certainly not the New Zealand Prime Minister. Who is
the single-most powerful man in the world today that is now fulfilling this growing global
role identical to Adolf Hitler, the Devil incarnate? The answer will surprise many. It is Prince
Charles. Not only does Prince Charles now personally either directly or indirectly control
every major bank and multinational corporation in every country throughout the world
through his International Business Leaders Forum http://www.iblf.org/ , he also controls
the UN World Food Program through his corporate partners – plus virtually every charitable
organization in the world through The Prince of Wales’s Charitable Foundation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Prince%27s_Charities_Foundation and The Prince’s
Charities http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Prince%27s_Charities .
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LEADERS FORUM (IBLF)
Originally founded as the Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum by Prince Charles, but
now named the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF), the Prince either directly or
indirectly now controls virtually every major multinational bank and corporation in the
world. A full list of corporations partnering with the IBLF may be viewed by going to the IBLF
website http://www.iblf.org/ and clicking on “COMPANIES ENGAGING WITH IBLF” or
“CORPORATE PARTNERS.” Prince Charles already now possesses more economic power
than any other human being in world history. These are incontrovertible facts and cannot
be disputed. Most people still naïvely believe the mainstream British-controlled fascist
global media propaganda lie, which for years has portrayed Prince Charles as an “eccentric
lunatic who talks to his cabbages” with no power at all. However, this could not be further
from the truth. In the early period of Hitler’s rise to power, German propaganda minister Dr.
Goebbels was careful not to “over-expose” the Führer before his enthronement as
Germany’s “messiah.” This propaganda formula is now being repeated with Prince Charles.
THE PRINCE’S CHARITIES
The Prince’s Charities, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Prince%27s_Charities headed by
Prince Charles are a powerful group of 19 non-profit charities 17 of which have been
personally founded by Prince Charles himself. While each charity is run by its own board,
Prince Charles overseas these charities through his Charities Office set up in 2003 and 2004
at Clarence House which in 2008 had some eight full-time staff. Through this office, Prince
Charles controls virtually every major charity in the world. For example just one of the
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Prince’s foremost charities that internationally redistributes surplus goods from
multinational corporations, manufacturers and retailers (based on Hitler’s Nazi
Winterhilfswerk program that redistributed food and goods to the poor during the Third
Reich)
is
In
Kind
Direct.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_Kind_Direct
http://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/the-prince-of-wales/the-princes-charities/kind-direct
This global charity founded by Prince Charles in 1996, currently alone distributes products
from more than 880 major global companies to over 6,000 charities worldwide. The plan is
global: Google search; “Bringing the Good360 Product Philanthropy Model to Australia”.
But more than that, in turn, In Kind Direct works through GuideStar International (GSI)
http://www.guidestarinternational.org/ another powerful UK charity, which partners with
the Prince’s International Business Leaders Forum multinationals, and operates in almost
every country in the world and represents over 1.7 million charities worldwide. In May
2010, GuideStar International combined operations with TechSoup Global
http://www.techsoupglobal.org/ . TechSoup Global was founded in the U.S. in 1987 to help
use technology as a powerful tool to implement global social change, and it currently has a
staff of about 200. It is the largest technology product philanthropy program in the world
supported by 44 technology corporations, including industry leaders such as Microsoft,
Adobe, Cisco, Intuit and Symantec. To date, the partners of TechSoup Global have made
more than $US2 billion in product donations to the nonprofit sector. Between TechSoup
Global and GuideStar International, these two organizations coordinate the activities of just
about every major charity or philanthropy organization in the world, partnering with NGOs
in 36 countries in Europe, South America, North America, Asia, Asia-Pacific and Africa. Sir Bill
Gates and his wife Melinda through their Foundation are big contributors.
There is a video on YouTube in which New Zealand charities actually talk about the pivotal
role which TechSoup Global technology now plays in meeting their missions.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOxF7-36RXc
While Hitler’s Winterhilfswerk charity deceptively seduced virtually everyone in Nazi
Germany to worship the Devil incarnate, compared to the enormous global power of the
Prince’s Charities today, the Führer’s program of deception was but a grain of sand.
In Genesis 25:29-34, just as Esau sold his natural “birthright” for a basic feed of “bread and
pottage of lentils” so too, the New Zealand Prime Minister and ‘son of Abraham’ is providing
free Food-for-Schools, while at the same time he is privatizing and selling off the national
state assets, family silver and national “birthright” to City of London Corporation banks and
corporations, headed by the IBLF and the Prince himself. This diabolically evil process is also
now being repeated in every country of the world, encapsulating the statement in Mark
8:36, “For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?”
Ironically, this new socialist ‘Führer’ is a ‘son of the Protestant church’. May God help us all!
oooOooo
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